ELITE Series Closed Back UM1 Installation
Steps 1-6 should look like the picture below

7)

Unscrew the nylon nuts and remove the bolts securing the UM1’s
slotted depth brackets to the UM1 bracket arm and remove the
speaker from the bottom of the display. The depth adjustment bracket
arms should still be screwed into the back of the speaker

8) Lift and mount the display onto wall, following the instructions
provided by the mounts manufacturer
9) Lift the enclosure and re-attach to the UM1 bracket arms
with the bolts and nylon nuts that you removed in step 7
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10) Adjust the height, depth, and tilt features of the UM1 bracket
to achieve the desired look.
11) Place the soundbar inside the enclosure and wire the soundbar using
the cable management notch. Re-attach the front grille

ELITE SERIES
ENCLOSURE INSTALLATION

ELITE Series Wall Mount Installation

ELITE Series Closed Back UM1 Installation
1) Very carefully lay the display face down on a soft
surface making sure not to damage

1) With a stud finder find the position of the
studs in the drywall and mark their
location (Fig. 1)
2) Determine the optimal placement for the
enclosure, based upon your desired look

2) Place the enclosure face down flush with
the bottom of the display (Fig. 1)
Fig. 1

3) Remove the front grille from the Elite Case
4) Pre-drill 4 pilot holes inside the enclosure (top and bottom),
drive 4 screws and washers (2 top / 2 bottom) into the pilot
holes ensuring that you hit the marked stud locations. If no studs in
a location, use proper weight toggle bolts with applicable hardware

3) Lay the UM1 bracket arms onto the back
of the display so that the arms anchor holes
pass over the displays threaded inserts.
The UM1’s slotted depth brackets should
also overhang onto the back of the speaker
(Fig. 2)
4) Adjust the UM1 bracket arms until the
depth support slotted bracket fits snuggly
onto the back of the enclosure. You will be able
to fine tune the height, depth, and tilt at the
end of the install (Fig. 3)

5) If you are unable to hit stud, ensure you
use appropriate hardware rated to support
the load )
6) Use the cable management notch to run
the power cable, optical, ethernet and
hdmi if applicable to the soundbar

5) Lay your display wall mounts
bracket arms over the UM1 bracket
arms and secure to the back of the
display making sure that the bolts
(not provided) pass through both
the display wall mount bracket arms and
the UM1 bracket arms (Fig. 4/5)

7) NEVER run the power cable behind the
wall
8) Place the soundbar inside the enclosure
and replace the front grille

Enclosure

Fig. 3

6) Anchor the UM1’s slotted depth brackets to the back of
the enclosure using #10 ½” screws and washers (provided in the
UM1 box), two per bracket. You will need to pre-drill before
anchoring the #10 ½ screws (Fig. 3)

